Microanalysis of rare earth elements (REE) in geologic materials is traditionally done with electron microprobes with wavelength dispersive spectrometers (EPMA) with software algorithms to correct for peak interferences and choice of background models because of its superior spectral resolution and detection limits [1]. However, the number of elements that require standardization, often more than 20, and required counts times to achieve desired detection limits may result in analysis times of 15 minutes or more per analysis spot. Scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) may provide faster acquisition times as all elements are analyzed simultaneously and peak interferences are deconvoluted using linear least squares modeling.
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REE concentrations in geochronological reference materials, monazite (NAM) and xenotime (BS-1) determined using EPMA, SEM-EDS, and solution ICP-MS [2] are compared to asses the accuracy and precision of quantitative EDS and suitability of these materials as microanalytical reference materials.
EPMA data were collected on a JEOL 8900 operated at 20 kV, 50 nA, 10 um spot, and 60 s on peak and background at USGS. Smithsonian Institution REE orthophosphate standards were used as primary reference materials. Interference corrections and background modeling was handled with Probe for EPMA. Multiple spots on multigrain grains of NAM (10 spots on 9 grains) and BS-1 (10 each on 17 grains) were collected. SEM-EDS data were collected on a TESCAN MIRA3 operated at 20 keV and ~0.9 nA beam current with 4 × 30 mm² PulseTor silicon drift detectors at NIST. The data was all collected under automation using the SEMantics instrument control software extension to NIST DTSA-II [3, 4] . The probe current was remeasured after each 300 s interval. The spectra from the 4 independent SDDs were combined into a single spectrum for quantification.
Standards were collected from an SPI Rare Earth Phosphate standard block containing 15 REE pentaphosphates (XP5O14 where X = REE). Mass fractions were calculated from stoichiometry and nominal atomic masses. Five replicates of each standard were collected for 60 s each. The five replicates were combined into a single 300 s standard spectra except in cases in which the spectrum from one or more replicates was clearly different. In this case, the different spectrum was removed and the remaining spectra combined. The spectra were combined with any necessary references into standard bundles for use in quantification. The most common reference requirement was due to the interference of the X M-lines with the P K lines with GdP5O14 serving as the P K reference. The X Mline reference was often created from the standard by trimming out the P K line. Since we were not using the X M-lines in the quantification and since we had a clean P K reference, this procedure proved adequate although it did leave some structure in the residual around the P K peak. Additional standards were required for Si (pure Si), Al (pure Al), Ca (CaF2) and As (pure As). Ten spectra from one grain each of the materials NAM and BS-1 were collected at 20 keV for 600 s each.
Results of the analyses are reported in Table 1 . The EPMA detection limit for most elements was ~300 ppm with the exception of Ho which was 900 ppm. Similar detection limits were determined for SEM-EDS based on the elements reported. There is general agreement among the three methods but no two methods consistently agree with one another. The smallest relative standard deviation was observed from the SEM-EDS data for both the NAM and BS1 materials. This implies the material may be homogenous on the individual grain scale (<500 um) but bulk values cannot be assumed for all distributed grains. 
